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eOHIENTATIONES MATHE1IATICA1 UNIVIBSITATIS CABOLINA1 

19,2 (1978) 

ON AMAI0AMAT1ON OF QKAPHS AND SSSEHTIAL S1TS OF GINIRAfOBS 

Svatopluk POUAK, Daniel TURZÍK, Praha 

Abstract; The amalgamation of graphs from complete 
graphs is investigated. Some classes of graphs for which 
this operation is unambiguous are shown. 

Key words; Graph, complete graph, amalgamation. 

AMSs 05C99 

Introduction. Given two graphs % , % with a common 

(induced) subgraph H we construct the graph (G-^HjGg) by 

amalgamation of % * % with respect to H. Recently it was 

shown that this graph-theoretical operation plays an impor

tant role in constructions of "difficult graphs * (such as 

Hamsey graphs of varioua types), examples of this are gi

ven in [NRl. Biis paper is devoted to the study of proper

ties of this operation itself. 

It is easy to see that every* (finite) graph may be ob

tained by a gradual amalgamation of complete graphs. The 

basic question we are interested in is whether this proce

dure is unique. The main result (stated below as Theorem 

3) is that every graph which can be constructed from com

plete graphs of at most 3 different cardinalities is uni

quely construetable. This is the best possible as there 

exists a graph which can be constructed by means of comple-
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te graphe of 4 different cardinalitiee in entirely 2 dif

ferent way a. 

Theae reaulta aolve a queation ef L. Kufiera and J* 

leletfil. 

S 1. Notiena and reaulta. Let 0-̂  * W%9*%h % * 

• (V^jlj) be proper aubgrapha of graph 0 « (VfB). (The 

tern aubgraph ie ueed in the aemae ef tl3f i.e. H ie a auto

graph Q if ?(l)c ¥(®) and 1(1) » 1(0) n t *(!) 3 f.) If fjU 

u ? 2 « V and MyU Ig * I then the triad ( Q ^ H ^ ) where H « 

* (V^ V2»BiA]82^ ia called the amalgam decomposition ef 

0. 

Example; If CI « 0-̂  • 02 then the triad (%§$#%)
 i s 

the amalgam decompoaition of 0. 

If A ie the eubeet of integers N «4 0flf...} L(A) 

will denote the amalie at claaa of graphe aatiafying the fol

lowing two conditioner 

1. K^c L(A) for every ne A. (K^ ie the complete graph 

with n verticea.) 

2. If there ie an amalgam decompoaition (G-j ,H|G2) ef 

the graph CI for which G1,H,G2€L(A) then 0€L(A)f too. 

If Gc L(A) then, we can aay that 4 genera tea the graph 

0. Graph G ie called k-generated if there ie a one eet A the 

cardinality of A equala k which gener-ates G. 

The integer a ie called an eaeentiml generator of the 

graph G if ae A for every A eo that Ot L(A). 

Graph ie called unambiguous if 0 ie generated by the 

eet of ite eeeential generators. 
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Remark; Several naturally arising classes of graphs 

ere of the form L(4) for a convenient eet .4. for example 

L(l92) ie the class ef all trees, L(0,l,2) is the elase ef 

all graphs without triangles, L(N) ie the class ef ell 

graphs. 

the following definitions describe some typee ef es~ 

sential generators. Three kinds of complete subgraphs are 

defined end their cardinalities are shown to be essential 

generators (Theorem 1). theorem 2 proves that triangulat

ed graphs'are unambiguous. The unambiguity ef 3-generated 

graphs results from Theorems 1,2. Simultaneously an examp

le ef ambiguous 4-generated graph is presented. 

Denote by K(Q) the set of all complete subgraphs ef 

the graph Q. K(G) always contains the empty graph (denoted 

by K ) and one point graphs corresponding to the vertices 

ef the graph 0. The term cycle will apply to every eimple 

cycle of the length ef at least 4 without chords (see [B], 

chord of the path will be understood In the same sense). 

Every simple path without chords will be called the path. 

Definition: 1. Complete subgraph Kc K(G) is called 

the clique if K is the maximal complete subgraph, i.e. 

there is no LcK(G), LgK. 

2. Complete subgraph Ke K(G) is called a segment if the 

equivalence %(K) on the set (Me K(G);llf K\ has at least 

two elassee. The equivalence -SQ(K) is generated by toe re

lation rv defined ae follows: M ^ H iff Malf K. (Iquiva-

lently K§ K(G) ie a segment if the set-(M«. K(G) :M^K? can 

be divided into two non-empty subsets X,I so that for eve-
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ry pair of complete subgraphs He X, Ncl is Mn N » K.) 

3f Cample te graph is called the focus if there is some 

cycle C i» G (disjoint with K) that K © C is a subgraph 

of G and K is maximal with this property, i.e. for L c 

a K(G)t L^K there is no cyele C
# so that L # C# is a sub

graph of G. Here K # C denote© the graph which can be ob

tained by the disjoint union of K, C and by adding all 

edgeo 4ufvl where uf,?(K), ve¥(C). 

§ 2. Proofs 

Theorem 1: If the complete graph K is a clique, seg

ment or focus of the graph G then IK! is an essential 

generator of G. 

Proof: Theorem 1 is valid if G is a complete graph* 

If G is not complete let us denote (G-^-H^g) an amalgam 

decomposition of the graph G* We are going to prove that 

every complete subgraph which is clique, segment or focus 

in the graph G is clique, segment or focus in one of the 

graphs GjjHjGg. Hence each of the three described kinds 

of generators must be the generator of G^ or H or Gg» Thvm 

the theorem will be proved. Obviously if M is a complete 

subgraph of G then M is the complete subgraph of G* or G^. 

The proof o£ this theorem follows from three propo

sitions below: 

Proposition Is If K is clique of the graph G then K 

is clique of the graph G, or Gp« 

Hie proof is obvious. 

Proposition 2; If K is the segment of the graph G, 
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then K is the segment of G^ or G2 or K is the clique of H. 

Proof: Let us denote by %»***i% t h e classee of 

equivalence B(K) for the segment. K of the graph 0. Two ea

ses oust be considered. 

a) There is Gi and two classes lj and H^ of equiva

lence 1(K) so that R*r\ KtGi)-r0 and \r\K(Q^)^ 0. Then by 

definition K is the segment of O ^ 

b) If the ease a) is not valid, then t * 2 and in ea

se of suitable indexing B̂ ri K(G1) « ^(iK(0|) « 0. In this 

ease K is the elique of H. 

Proposition 3? If K is the foeus of the graph 0 than 

K is a foeus of G, or Gg or K is a segment of H. 

The following 3aana will preeede the proof of Proposi

tion 3. 

Lemmai Let 1 « (afu^f...jU^b), v « (afvlf•••,Yn9b) 

m 9nSl are two disjoint (except afb) paths of ths graph 0. 

Then u^ is either adjacent to all Vjf j * lf...fn or the 

cycle of "toe graph 0 can be chosen from the union of the 

vertices of both paths. 

Proof of Lemmas Let u-̂  be not adjacent to all vertices 

v^. If (afu^f...9um,bf • 9#«»9w^a) is not a cycle put 

iQ = min 4is there is j that u^fi are adjacent in Of 

j s mini JJUI ,?. are adjacent in G I. Then 

(a9u19...9u^ fv. f...fvlfa) is the cycle in G. 
o "o 

Proof of Proposition 3: Let K be the focus of the 

graph G. Suppose that K is neither focus of G^ nor Og nor 

segment of H. As K is neither focus of G, nor Og every cyc

le with the focus K contains as vertices of G, - E as ver

tices of Gg - H. Let us take the cycle C with the focus K 
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which contains the smallest number of vertices of G, - H. 

Denote by atb two vertices of the cycle C for which the 

arc between a and b belongs to the graph G, - H and atb m 

7(E). Denote this arc v s (t,?,,,..,?^), mSl, Hie re

maining part of the cycle C denote by w » (a9w^9».«fw0>b)f 

p2l. As K is not segment of the graph H the equivalence 

-%(K) has only one class and complete graphs K u 4al t K u 

u4bl are equivalent. Thus there is a sequence Ku|al * 

« MotMlf...tMt » Kulbl so that M±n %^-jU for all i • 

« Ot...tt - 1, M.c K(H). Hence there is the shortest path 

u » (afult...tuntb)t nSl so that Kuin^le K(H) for all 

i « lt...fn. 

If a cycle C* can be chosen from the union of the paths 

lf v then this cycle C* belongs to the graph G^ and C
#® K 

is a subgraph of 0,. Thus K is the focus of G-, f which is a 

contradiction. Hence by the lemma the vertex v^ ia adjacent 

to all vertices u^ and because the cycle C possesses no chord 

the paths u and v are disjoint (except afb). Consider two 

cases. 

i) nS2. If it is possible to choose a cycle C# from* 

the union of the paths ut w then C## K is the subgraph <J and 

the cycle C* contains a smaller number of vertices of G^ - H 

than the cycle C. Thus by the lemma* the vertex w^ is adja

cent to all vertices u.. But then C, » (afvltU2tw,ta) is the 

cycle of G and C-,# (Ku4u-!l ) is the subgraph of G. This is 

the contradiction with the definition of the focus K. 

ii) n s 1. After the lemma the vertex u^ is adjacent 

to all vertices v4fw.f i « lf...tnf j = lt...tp. Thus 
i *# 

C ® (Ku4u,l ) is the subgraph of G, which is a contradiction. 
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The graph possessing no cycle (cycle without chord of 

the length at least 4) is called triangulated. 

Theorem 2? Brery triangulated graph is generated by 

the set 41K| :K is clique or segment of Gf • 

First, we prove the following: 

Proposition: Ivery minimal articulation set of the 

triangulated graph G is its segment. 

(This is a strengthening of a known fact that every mi

nimal articulation set of the triangulated graph is a comple

te graph - sea £ B] .) 

Proof of the proposition: Let us denote C f...,C f q£ 

% 1 the connected component of the graph G - A where 4 is a 

minimal articulation set of the graph G. If G is non-connec

ted then A is the empty set and evidently the segment. If G 

is connected then A#$ and by the proof of the theorem in 

CB] : For every ail and for every i « (),•.. fq the vertex m 

is adjacent to some vertex in the component C.. We shall show 

that in every component C. there is a vertex u. adjacent to 

all vertices a*. A. 

Denote u a vertex of 0. adjacent to the greatest num

ber of the vertices of A. Suppose that there is a e i that 

4 afu1 is not an edge in G. By the above there is a vertex 

vaC.f v adjacent to a. Let us take such v with the minimal 

distance k from u in the component C.. By the choice of the 

vertex v there is the path p of the length k which joins ver

tices u and v in the component C. • The vertex v cannot be ad

jacent to all vertices of A which are adjacent to u. Thvm 

there is be A that 4ufb| is an edge and -fbfv} is not an ed

ge in the graph G„ By the application of the lemma from Theo-
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rem 1 to the paths (a,bfu) and (aff) and by using the fast 

that 4b,v| is not an edge we can prove the existence of 

the eycle in the graph G, which is a contradiction since G 

is triangulated, thus the vertex u is adjacent to all ver

tices of the articulation set 4. Evidently the complete 

graphs |u. I u A, An A u A> i + j are not equivalent in £(•)• 

Thus A is the segment of G. 

.ftpoof of theorem 2: The theorem is obvious for comp

lete graph, fo finish the proof of the theorem it is euffi-

eient to take the amalgam deeomposition (0Qu A,A,Au AJ^ G^). 

It is easy to see that all cliques and all segmehts of de

composition graphs are cliques and segments of the graph 

G. Thus theorem 2 is proved. 

Corollary: Triangulated graphs are unambiguous. 

Proof- % Theorem 1 cardinalities of the cliques and 

segments are essential generators. %• Theorem 2 these gene

rators are sufficient. Thus triangulated graphs are unambi

guous. 

Another example of unambiguous graphs are complete It-

partite graphs. If G is complementary graph to the equiva

lence, all classes of which have at least two elements, 

then all cardinalities of complete subgraphs of G are es

sential generators of G. 

The following theorem proves the unambiguity of 3-ge-

nerated graphs. 

Theorem 3: Every 3-generated graph is unambiguous. 

There exists a 4-generated graph which is ambiguous. 

Proof: Let G be a 3-generated graph w^th the genera-
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tors ayb9c, a<b<c. If G is triangulated then Q ia unam

biguous by Theorem 2. If O is not triangulated then there 

is a cycle in Q and thus G possesses some focus F. This 

focus is contained in some segment P, P~£F and P is again 

contained in some clique Kf K$P. Bins I Fl « a, I Pt * bf 

IK| * c. This prows that a,b,c are essential generators 

and thus the graph G is unambiguous. 

Hie example of the 4-generated graph which is ambigu

ous is given in Figure 1. 

Fig.l: 
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0 4 " " <»4,b4,e4,đ4} 
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Denote 0- eubgraph of Q on the se t ia-. fa2 faj fb2 fbj fbj i fC2 f 

d2*c3»d3^ 

% * * * i i b l f . . . t f c 4 , e 1 > d 1 ] 

Then a « calfa.jn Og^g), Q1 « (Qjt^jAO^a,), a2 « (a-.,a~n 
nOgjOg). Ividently 0^ ,0^ ,0^ ,0^ ,0^ agjO^n 0 - , 0 - A Og € 

€ L(O f l f3,4) . 

Thus 0 € L ( O t l f 3 f 4 ) . 

Denote H- subgraph of 0 on the set 4a, f ...fajfbjfbjfc-*fc^f 

d3,d4{ 

H2 * lfa2,^l,###ftj4,el»c2» 

dlfd2| 

Then 0 • (H-^HjAHgfHg), evidently E^fig-H-^ EjC L(0fl,2f4). 

Thus Oi L(Ofl,2f4). 

Now we prove that 0#L(Ofl,4). Let G • (O-^HjOg) be an 

amalgam decomposition of G that 4a,f...fa4l c V(0^)f <b,,f..» 

...fba|c VCOg). If there is only one index i that â fe VCOg) 

t h e n 4 b . j S j # i ? c V(O^) and thus 0-̂  contains the clique of 

the cardinality 3 • 

If there are just two indexes ifj that a4fa.§.V(02) then Gg 

contains the clique of the cardinality 2 • 

If there are just three indexes i.j.k that a ^ a ^ e V(G2) 

then Og contains the clique of the cardinality 3 • 

One of these three cases must come. Thus 0 + L(0flf4). 

Remark: We believe that the following conjecture is 

true: Ivery ambiguous graph contains a subgraphfa» shown in 

Figure 2. 
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